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Imperfect asymmetry: The mechanism governing asymmetric partitioning of damaged cellular components during mitosis

Sundararaghavan Pattabiraman and Daniel Kaganovich*
Department of Cell and Developmental Biology; Alexander Silberman Institute of Life Sciences; Hebrew University of Jerusalem; Jerusalem, Israel

Aging is universally associated with organism-wide dysfunction and a decline in cellular fitness. From early development onwards, the efficiency of self-repair, energy production, and homeostasis all decrease. Due to the multiplicity of systems that undergo aging-related decline, the mechanistic basis of organismal aging has been difficult to pinpoint. At the cellular level, however, recent work has provided important insight. Cellular aging is associated with the accumulation of several types of damage, in particular damage to the proteome and organelles. Groundbreaking studies have shown that replicative aging is the result of a rejuvenation mechanism that prevents the inheritance of damaged components during division, thereby confining the effects of aging to specific cells, while removing damage from others. Asymmetric inheritance of misfolded and aggregated proteins, as well as reduced mitochondria, has been shown in yeast. Until recently, however, it was not clear whether a similar mechanism operates in mammalian cells, which were thought to mostly divide symmetrically. Our group has recently shown that vimentin establishes mitotic polarity in immortalized mammalian cells, and mediates asymmetric partitioning of multiple factors through direct interaction. These findings prompt a provocative hypothesis: that intermediate filaments serve as asymmetric partitioning modules or “sponges” that, when expressed prior to mitosis, can “clean” emerging cells of the damage they have accumulated.

Replicative Rejuvenation

Two important discoveries point to essential clues in the search for the mechanistic basis of aging: replicative rejuvenation and induced pluripotency, or reprogramming of induced pluripotent stem cells. Studies of replicative aging have shown that a robust mechanism for aging avoidance promotes the “replicative rejuvenation” of individual cells, from prokaryotes, to budding yeast, mammalian cell lines, and even differentiating stem cells. These cells are thought to mitigate the causes and consequences of cellular aging by asymmetrically partitioning aging determinants during mitosis. Although several of these factors have been identified (oxidatively damaged proteins, old or reduced mitochondria, circular DNA, and misfolded proteins, among others), most factors, as well as the mechanism governing asymmetric inheritance, remain a mystery. Understanding the mechanism of replicative rejuvenation will offer definitive insight into the determinants of aging and the interplay between these determinants and disease.

iPSC reprogramming technology offers another conceptual window into the mechanism of aging, since reprogramming can effectively “undo” the aging process: it has been suggested that old or even senescent cells can be reprogrammed into “youthful” pluripotent cells. This phenomenon demonstrates that aging and associated damage accumulation can be reversed through a reprogramming process that is not yet understood at the molecular level.

Despite these important advances, two key questions remain unanswered: How do cells recognize some materials as being old or unfit versus new and youthful? And how are unfit components retained in specific cells?
Asymmetric inheritance of damaged factors in eukaryotes

Asymmetric mitosis, yielding 2 daughter cells that are different in their components or their fates, is an essential feature of organisam development, stem cell renewal and differentiation, the creation of a germ line, and the establishment of fitness asymmetry through rejuvenation. Replicative rejuvenation is the process of partitioning damaged cellular factors during mitosis away from a cell that has been dedicated to staying young (the renewing daughter), and into a daughter cell that ages (Fig. 1). It was only relatively recently that groundbreaking work in budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae led to the discovery of this process. Budding yeast is a single cell organism in which every division is polar in 2 respects: 1. the mother and daughter cells are physically distinguishable from one another; and 2. with each division the mother cell becomes older while the daughter cell is rejuvenated. After a finite number of daughters, the mother cell shows signs of “aging decline,” stops dividing and eventually dies. Replicative rejuvenation ensures that each of the daughters turns into a new mother that enjoys a full replicative potential. Because of this polarity, yeast presents an exquisitely tractable system for probing the mechanism of asymmetry-based rejuvenation, which we have exploited in previous work to elucidate one of the mechanisms for asymmetric inheritance of aggregate inclusions. Other work by the Nystrom group and colleagues has demonstrated that genes which participate in the regulation of asymmetric partitioning of aggregates (including Sir2, Actin, Hsp104) directly influence the yeast replicative lifespan, indicating that misfolded proteins and aggregates are bona fide determinants of aging. These studies have shown that replicative rejuvenation relies on the coordinated function of overlapping mechanisms that identify aging factors and carefully partition them away from the daughter cell and into the mother cell during mitosis. The aging markers identified so far in yeast include aged organelles such as mitochondria, oxidatively damaged proteins, and extra-chromosomal DNA circles.

However, yeast is merely the simplest and most tractable example of a cell that uses mitosis for rejuvenation. Studies published within the last year have established that replicative rejuvenation is utilized in multiple examples of cell divisions in multicellular organisms and human cells. This is true for divisions of cells that are known to be polar (e.g. old centrosome partitioning to renewing stem cell), as well as divisions where polarity is not immediately apparent (e.g. dividing immortal cancer cells, stem cells differentiating to different tissues, pluripotent stem cells, etc.). Thus, just as yeast, multicellular organisms rejuvenate replications and the chronological lifespan, as opposed to cell type, determines the level of damaged proteins and other components present in the cell. A list of asymmetrically partitioning factors is beginning to emerge in yeast, though it is far from comprehensive. We know even less about what determines the organelles, proteins, and membrane compartments that partition asymmetrically in dividing mammalian somatic cells and stem cells, nor has it been explored how this happens.

Mechanisms of replicative rejuvenation

Four general mechanisms are thought to maintain asymmetric partitioning during mitosis (and thereby facilitate rejuvenation). These include 1. motor-driven transport (via actin/myosin and microtubules); 2. direct or indirect association with one of the 2 centrosomes; 3. confinement by diffusion barriers; and 4. spatial sequestration into earmarked deposits that are attached to membranes directly or are large enough in volume that their movement is significantly constrained. All of these have been clearly shown in budding yeast, but almost nothing is known about which of these mechanisms operate in mammalian cells. Once the yeast division is a priori polar (in every division there is a pre-defined mother cell and daughter cell) directed transport can pull new oxidized mitochondria and high proton gradient vacuoles into the bud as it emerges from the mother cell. The nuclear membrane remains intact during the yeast mitosis, and hence can be used as a platform for retention of misfolded proteins (in the JUNQ quality control compartment). Insoluble aggregates (in the IPOD insoluble aggregate compartment) are also retained by virtue of spatial sequestration and adhesion to vacuoles earmarked for the mother cell. During closed mitosis the nuclear membrane also contains diffusion barriers that have been shown by the Barral group to ensure the retention of extra-chromosomal rDNA circles (ERCs) in the mother cell. For these retention mechanisms, the specific adaptors that designate “old” vs. “new” are not yet known. It is unclear how reduced mitochondria and unfit vacuoles are recognized and transported. ERCs have been proposed to attach to old nuclear pores and thus retained during division, however this is far from clear.

Asymmetry in multicellular organisms

Asymmetry in mammalian cells is more difficult to track than in a budding organism like yeast because every division is a priori symmetrical in multicellular organisms and cultured cells. Asymmetry has been studied by following the fate of each cell (proliferation versus death; self-renewal vs. differentiation; etc.) or by tracking specific components (e.g. protein aggregates; ubiquitinated proteins; reduced mitochondria). These studies point to many instances of asymmetry (only one cell inheriting an aggregate) without necessarily observing polarity that designates one cell as “old” and the other as “young.” However, organism-level studies in Drosophila have also observed asymmetric partitioning of damaged proteins and aggregates to specific cell lineages. Intestinal cells, for example, partition damage to differentiating progeny and away from self-renewing cells.

One notable example of a characterized asymmetry mechanism in multi-cellular organisms is the inheritance of P granules during C. elegans development. P granules are membraneless organelle-like dynamic droplets packed with RNA and proteins that segregate to germ cell precursors during development. Although not anchored to other organelles, P granules are retained asymmetrically by the dividing one-cell embryo by virtue of its assembly and disassembly dynamics and their large volume. In the posterior side of the
embryo, destined to become the P granule inheriting cell, assembly kinetics are rapid, driven by high concentrations of P granule components. Conversely, at the anterior of the cell, disassembly is rapid, leading to rapidly diffusing components which are free to assemble at the posterior.

Cytoskeleton: Vehicle for Replicative Rejuvenation

The cytoskeleton mediates cell division, and also plays a key role in maintenance of division asymmetry. In both yeast and mammalian cells the spindle pole body or the centrosome establish the polarity of division. The old spindle pole body is always inherited by the bug in yeast, and the old mother centrosome is also inherited in a conserved manner in divisions where an axis of polarity exists (such as in development).
The precise role of specific cytoskeletal components in yeast asymmetric aging and rejuvenation is a matter of some controversy, with actin, tubulin, and contrains on the movement of misfolded proteins all implicated to various degrees. The actin cytoskeleton is one of the major regulators of asymmetry and replicative rejuvenation in yeast.\textsuperscript{41,59,60} The Nystrom group has demonstrated that deletion of the Sir2 aging regulator, which decreases replicative lifespan, acts via the actin cytoskeleton by decreasing actin production and thus the rate of retrograde transport of aggregates and other aging determinants.\textsuperscript{34} In fact, a key experiment showed that even temporary pharmacological disruption of actin leads to daughter cell contamination by aging determinants, and that this daughter cell has a shorter replicative lifespan than subsequent daughter cells which were budded once F-actin was restored.\textsuperscript{41} F-actin cables and associated myosin motors have also been implicated in the transport of fit mitochondria and vacuoles to the bud.\textsuperscript{34}

The requirement of actin for rejuvenation and fitness appears to be highly conserved, though it remains to be seen whether the mechanism of its involvement is as well. In \textit{C. elegans}, a recent study discovered that increasing the stability of the actin cytoskeleton by over-expressing the pat-10 protein was sufficient to extend the lifespan of the nematode and to improve tolerance of heat stress.\textsuperscript{62} Conversely, disrupting F-actin lead to decreased lifespan and heat tolerance in yeast,\textsuperscript{41} \textit{C. elegans}, and mammalian cell lines.\textsuperscript{53-65} Not all of these effects can be attributed to the role of actin in replicative rejuvenation – clearly actin is also essential for maintaining cellular homeostasis, proper protein movement, and cytoplasmic organization.\textsuperscript{66} However, the above-mentioned experiments clearly demonstrate an essential role for actin-based rejuvenation in maintaining cellular fitness. Hence, in looking for the mechanism of mammalian cell asymmetry, the cytoskeleton is an obvious target.

**Replicative rejuvenation in mammalian cells**

What is the role of the cytoskeleton in replicative rejuvenation and maintenance of asymmetry in mammalian cells? Besides the polarity of the division of the centrosome, not much is known about a possible role of the cytoskeleton in ensuring the asymmetric segregation of damage. It is possible that, as in yeast, mammalian cells use retrograde actin-based movement of aging determinants from one cell to the other during division. Another recent candidate for regulating replicative rejuvenation in mammalian cells is the intermediate filament vimentin (VIF). VIF is a versatile intermediate filament, which has been implicated in regulating differentiation, senescence, and immortalization.\textsuperscript{67,68} Fibroblasts lacking VIF exhibited an inability to become immortal, and VIF has been shown to protect cells from oxidative damage.\textsuperscript{68,69}

Recent work from our group has demonstrated that a specific (collapsed) form of VIF consistently undergoes asymmetric partitioning in dividing immortal mammalian cell lines.\textsuperscript{7} We hypothesize that VIF binds to certain aggregates, ribonuclear protein (RNP) granules, reduced mitochondria, and to misfolded proteins, including ones that are mobile and relatively soluble, and promotes their asymmetric inheritance by trapping them in collapsed VIF structure. We call these structures JUNQs (for juxta-nuclear quality-control compartments) because they contain mobile misfolded proteins (as opposed to aggregates) and because these misfolded proteins undergo proteasomal degradation within the inclusions.\textsuperscript{6,70} These structures are distinct from insoluble aggregates (IPODs) or aggresomes, which we observe to form later in the aggregation process upon exposure to stress or higher levels of misfolded proteins.\textsuperscript{70,71} JUNQ inclusions form very rapidly in response to high levels of misfolded proteins. This can be triggered by pharmacological proteasome inhibition, or (in our hands) simply by over-expression of model misfolded proteins including von-Hippel Lindau protein (VHL), the CL1 hydrophobic peptide, or a thermosensitive version of Ubc9 or Luciferase.\textsuperscript{70,72,73} JUNQ structures are extremely dynamic and have high turnover rates. When we observe cells for longer periods of time, we see the appearance of small cytoplasmic foci, which we call stress foci because their appearance can be triggered by acute stress including heat shock, arsenite, chaperone inhibition, and disruption of the cytoskeleton.\textsuperscript{25,70} Over time, stress foci are transported toward the JUNQ and accumulate around it. This corresponds to VIF collapse, and a transition from a dynamic JUNQ inclusion, to an immobile aggresome in place of the JUNQ. The collapsed VIF remains intact during mitosis, and is attached to the microtubule organizing center (MTOC) which mediates polar inheritance (example division shown in Fig. 1A). Hence, this study implicates the MTOC, tubulin, and VIF in the asymmetric aging of mammalian cells.

**Implications for cellular fitness and development**

We observed that cells which avoid inheriting the collapsed VIF are more “fit” than cells which do inherit it. Using our low phototoxicity 4D imaging approach we were able to follow multiple divisions of HEK and N2a cells, tracking the localization of the collapsed VIF inclusions. Interestingly, we observed that cells which fail to inherit the inclusion always divide before cells which do inherit it (6).

Although the reasons for the increased fitness of the cells which do not inherit the VIF are still unclear, our preliminary results indicate that VIF binds multiple aging determinants in addition to misfolded proteins. Similar to misfolded proteins (e.g. CL1 peptide and VHL) we also observe reduced mitochondria, p-body markers, and stress granule markers associating with VIF and trapped in collapsed VIF (model – Fig. 1B and C).

**VIF – a potential master-regulator of replicative rejuvenation in mammalian cells**

VIF is upregulated early in differentiation, is usually expressed together with tissue-specific IFs, and is then downregulated.\textsuperscript{74,75} Hence, its expression may be an early cleaning mechanism that mediates cell specification and the generation of pristine lineages. Conversely, VIF is an important player in immortalization and carcinogenesis, and may act to prevent senescence in rapidly dividing, metabolically active, and damage-prone cancer...
cells. 

Contrary to past models of mitosis, we posit that many if not most mammalian mitotic divisions are asymmetric. This asymmetry has sweeping implications for immortalization, carcinogenesis, stem cell maintenance and differentiation, aging, and induced pluripotency (or rejuvenation).

Our model is that the expression of VIF in immortalized cells and differentiating stem cells regulates the asymmetric inheritance of aging determinants, including damaged, misfolded, and aggregated proteins and reduced mitochondria. VIF collapse (regulated by Rho kinase and p21-activated kinase) traps aging determinants, as well as specific RNP granules, and mediates their asymmetric partitioning between 2 daughter cells during mitosis. We posit that this asymmetry may function to rejuvenate specific lineages that are meant to be pristine (such as germ-line precursors and immortalized cells) and may also function to give specific cells a fitness advantage in the face of metabolic, oxidative, or protein folding stress.

**Future Directions**

The study of aging asymmetry or replicative rejuvenation is rapidly expanding in search of parallel mechanisms in mammalian cells to those that have been characterized in yeast, the specific elements that designate certain cellular components as “old,” as well as the machinery that affects their selective retention. VIF provides a supple and elegant solution to the asymmetry problem, interacting with the actin/tubulin cytoskeleton as well as most organelles and with misfolded proteins. The asymmetric partitioning of collapsed VIF raises 2 key questions that should be the topic of future investigations. How does VIF interact with organelles and “old” dynamic droplets? An attractive model is that VIF acts as a “sponge” for dynamics droplets and misfolded proteins via its disordered regions. Another question is: what is the cost and benefit to cellular fitness of inheriting collapsed VIF with all of its associated aging factors? One possibility which should be investigated is that inheriting aging components is beneficial in the short term (since many of them can be re-used and there is a cost to removing them from the cell); whereas it may be costly in the long term, since they are ultimately less fit. As in previous studies, comparing and contrasting the mechanisms utilized by different organisms toward similar goals will likely prove useful in future investigations.
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